Area-specific laminar distribution of cortical feedback neurons projecting to cat area 17: quantitative analysis in the adult and during ontogeny.
Corticocortical pathways can be classified as feedback and feedforward, in part according to the laminar distribution of the parent cell bodies. Here, we have developed exhaustive sampling procedures to determine unambiguously this laminar distribution. This shows that individual extrastriate areas in the adult cat have highly stereotyped proportions of supragranular layer neurons with respect to the total population of neurons back-projecting to area 17. During development, these adult laminar patterns emerge from an initially uniform radial distribution through a process of selective reorganization, which is highly specific to each area. Injections of fluorescent retrograde tracers were made in area 17. In areas 19, 20, posteromedial lateral suprasylvian area, and anteromedial lateral suprasylvian area, we defined a projection zone as the region containing retrogradely labeled neurons. In the neonate, counts of labeled neurons throughout the projection zones show constant percentages of 40% in the supragranular layers. During development, there is an area-specific reduction in the percentage of supragranular labeled neurons generating the laminar distributions characteristic of each area. Numbers of labeled neurons were estimated at different eccentricities of the projection zone. This finding indicates that during development there is a relative decrease in the numbers of labeled neurons of the periphery of the projection zone in the supragranular layers but not in the infragranular layers. This decrease is accompanied by a relative decrease in the dimensions of the supragranular projection zone with respect to the infragranular projection zone. These findings suggest that each extrastriate area precisely adjusts the proportions of supragranular layer neurons back-projecting to striate cortex in part by developmental changes in the divergence-convergence values of individual neurons. This shaping of corticocortical connectivity occurs relatively late in postnatal development and could, therefore, be under epigenetic control.